STOLEN VESSEL

2001 25’ Shockwave Tremor
& Extreme trailer

HIN #: SKG25308H001
REG #: CF 7315 PS

Vessel Name: “Buckshot”

- Hull: White w/stripes - yellow/blue; purple decks aft
- Upholstery: White
- Carpet: Gray
- Canvas: Purple/gray
- Open bow w/cuddy cabin
- 2001 454 Mercury Mag; Serial #: OM005268
- Mercruiser outdrive; Sr #: OL763047
- Transon Sr #: OL890989
- 2001 Extreme tandem axle white trailer
- Trailer VIN#: 5DBUP27221R000003
- Trailer License #: 1J6446

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Sunnymead Ranch RV Lot
10125 Canyon Vista Rd; Moreno Valley, CA 92557
DATE OF INCIDENT: August 26, 2002

POLICE AGENCY: Moreno Valley Police Department (909) 486-6700
POLICE RPT #: MVR02240190 Boat; MVR02234190 Trailer

$2,500.00 $2,500.00

A reward is being offered by concerned parties for information leading to the safe return and recovery of the above vessel in an undamaged condition. Assured, relatives of assured, and employees of entity offering reward, are ineligible for reward for recovery. With any information, call collect and immediately notify your local law enforcement agency.
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San Diego, California 92106
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